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Campus Favorites Chosen
In Milestone Elections
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Three of the highest honors a student can receive on Eastern's
campus are those of MISS EASTERN, MISS POPULARITY, and
MR. POPULARITY. Nominations for these titles were made V
the Student Council, the Men's Dormitory Council, and the Women's
Dormiory Councils. Student-wide election was held Monday and
Tuesday, February 23 and 24, to determine this year's most popular
I juniors and seniors.'

JFjt

In the voting, Miss Eastern was
I selected for her beauty, poise, and
personality.
She will represent
I Eastern in the annual Mountain
I Laurel Festival this spring. Miss
I and Mr. Popularity were chosen
r on the qualities of personality.
I popularity, and leadership. Three
™ candidates were nominated for the
title of Miss Eastern, and five
PAT
VENCELL
JERRY
8UTKAMP
MARY KAPPAS
- candidates each for Mr. and Miss
Popularity.
MISS EASTERN
Mary Kappas is a twenty-oneyear-old junior from Covington.
Mary was Miss Kentucky Derby
Princess of 1968 and runner-up in
O'Donnell Hail has 100 rooms the Miss Kentucky .Contest. She
and houses 200 boys. Originally it was Homecoming Queen In 1966
,„o= I««»«H«^ *v«. f-^oh™^ Mi„ and also R. O. T. C. sponsor. She
was intended for freshmen only, gj be<m CheerIeader £? fee Maif possible. By the 1959-1980 school roons for three years. Her other
Miss Sandy Wilhoite' and Jean Pattetrson were eleced Co- Edi- year, it is hoped that only fresh - interests' are Kippa Kappa Sigma
tors of the Eastern Progress for the year of 1959-60 by the student men will b. m it KYeshmen sooh- an« Kyma.
body on February 19th and 20th. They will work with Beverly Dans- men will be m it. Fresnmen, sopn c^^j^ For Mlg8 E^ten,.
toy, the present Editor^ for the remainder of the year learning more omores, and juniors are living in
Joyce Stanley, a senior from
about the paper.
it now.
Cyntbiana, is an English "major.
pressed that She wants the entire
O'Donnell Hall has no reception Joyce who is twenty-one years
Sandy Wilhoite hails from Er- student body to work together to M uui
..«.. ZZ ->
« L. old, has been a Homecoming
langer, Kentucky and is an ac- make our newspaper among the faculties within the dorm, but Queen candidate all four years.
construction of miniature golf, she was a junior prom attendant
tive sophomore Commerce major. very best.
These girls sincerely hope that volley ball, and horse shoe courts to the Junior-Senior Prom of 1968,
•Sandy is a very familiar girl since
ia 4„ «-««««,«o \n H,« ««,,. -intoo*.. and is R. O. T. C. company sponshe actively takes part in many the students at Eastern will take is
in progress in the near vicinity J£ f<ff 195g_69
Her activities
campus functions. We feel sure an active part in their newspa- of O'Donnell Hall. These will be include
Drum
and
Sandal
(Secreshe will do her part in express- per and help to make it an even
started in the next few weeks.
tary), Canterbury Club" (Secreing the views and interests of better one.
Th*re are write nemd rieaiwte tary). Senior Class Secretary,
The idea of electing the editors
Eastern students.
There are coke, pepsi, cigarette.
J^
^
w
Foundation,
is
an
idea,
picked
up
by
our
presmuk, and candy machines in the Big Sister, Y w. Jc A, HMri.
Jean Patterson, the little girl
with the big smile, comes to us ent Editor while attending the- As- hall. Also, there, Is a small kitch- son County Club, and Kyma Club.
from Horse Cave, Kentucky and Is sociated Collegiate Press Conven- en in which cooking facilities are
Susie Pheips is a Physical Eduan English major. Jean has ex- tion in Chicago..
available for parties starting in cation major from Somerset. This
the spring. All organizations are twenty-year-old junior was Miss
invited to make use of the lounge Congeniality in the Miss Kentucky
and cooking facilities
Contest and a finalist in the KenA women's rest room! is avail- *"cky Derby Queen contest. Susie
able; the other dorm* do not have *»s been majorette and Homecoming Queen attendant. She is also
thia
No restrictions as to hours will ««tlve in the. Drum and Sandal
be in effect. Tte .building will be <**■
^TJIARTTY
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SANDY WILHOITE

Military BaB To Be March Seventh

C

... -Plans for the twenty-first annual Military Ball are now! in the
final stages among the advanced ROTC committee chairmen.
The Military Ball, annually the cream of the social events of
the school yea* at Eastern, will be held Saturday evening, March 7,
in Eastern's Student Union Building-Clyde Trask and his Orchestra
from Cincinnati will provide the music for the dance whjch will
last from-8 p. m. to 12 p. m. The admission is $4-00 and tickets
may be purchased from any advanced ROTC student.
The highlight- of-the evening
will be the crowning of Miss Janet bard, senior from Aurora, Indiana,
Lykjns, senior from Keriova, West Company H^ Barbara Billings,
Virginia, as Queen "Athena," junior from LaGrange, band sponqueen of the Ball. The PMST, Lt. sor; and Jean Ann Barton, sophCol. E. G. Hickman, will crown omore from London, Pershing
Rifle sponsor.
Miss Lykins.
Committee chairmen who have
Queen "Athena" will have
twelve attendants, all of whom made the plans for the gala feswere chosen by'the-advanced stu- tivities include: Cadet Corps Comdents as sponsors of respective mander Ester Hobbs, general
battle~groups. and companies. The chairman; James Pike, Cadet Col.
court includes Phyllis Skaggs, se- from Columbus, Ohio, Publicity;
tioir from Paintsville, first battle Jesse Turly, Cadet Captain from
group fponeor; Judy Leete, junior Louisville, program and invita
From Ashland, second battle group tions; Phillip Morris, Cadet 1st
sponsor; Joyce Stanley,' senior Lt. from PaintsviUe, decorations;
from Cynthiana, Company A; Charles Barnett, Cadet Captain
Maurice Wilder, junior from Har- from Louisville, tickets; Donald
Jan, Company B; Sandra Small- Smith, Cadet 1st Lt. from Newwood, senior from Russell, Com- port, band; Edward Anderson, Capany C; Peggy Parker, junior det Captain from Winchester^
from Cumberland, Company D; floor; Douglas Jackson, Cadet 1st
Barbara Holton, junior from Som- Lt.- from Richmond, ceremonies;
erset, Company E; Pat Vencili, Bob Tudor, Cadet Captain from
senior from Elizabethtown, Com- Irvine, door committee; and Hugh
pany F; Sue Snowden, junior from Gabbard, Cadet Captain from AuMiami, Company G; Virginia Gab- rora, Indiana, clean-up committee.

O'Donnell Hall
Officially Open

T£' un^ *r«i 7imm.Pic -nil h«
, ZZ'
I^^^Ffc^S
bi Charge of OTDonnen Hal. There
will also be 7 presidential monitors, one on the first floor and
two each on the second, third, and
fourth floors. The duties of these
monitors are to see that everything runs smoothly.
Dr. Zimmack says, "there will
be an open house as soon as the
furniture comes) In sometime late
in March. The dedication will be
at this time also."
*
Dr. and Mrs. Zimmack invite
you to Jrtsit O'Donnell.

foethtown, is a Physical Education
m*J°r. Pat has been p„»Ment cf
^ SulliVan „*, Bumam Hall
councils, - president of
Houso
Owens, secretary of the Physical
Education Club, secretary of W.
g^ R. Q. T C. sponsor,
R A
This year she was elected to Who's
who In American Colleges. Her
other interests include Drum and
Sandal, Collegiate Pentacle, Kap"pa Delta Pi, Canterbury Club,
KYMA, Y. W. C. A., and Big Sisters.
Candidates For Miss Popularity
Judy Leete is a junior who

comes from Ashland. She is president of W. R. A. and president of
Bumam Hall House Council. She
is also serving as co-chairman of
the Vocational Conference. Her
major activities are Camping Club,
Physical Education Club, Y. W.
c. A. cabinet, and R. O. T. C. Battalion Sponsor.
Kayce McConneU, twenty-yearold junior, hails from Louteville.
Kayce is president of Big Sisters,
Ritual Advisor to Owens, past
Ritual Chairman of Owens, and
Social Chairman of Burnam Hall
House Council. She is also on the
Student Council and a member of,
the Y. W. C. A.
Nancy Scott Brown, from Lou*
isville, is a senior. She Is president of Collegiate Pentacle and a
member of Who's Who In American Colleges. Other activities in
which
kr active Kappa
are Student
Councilshe
(secretary),
Delta
Pi (reporter-historian), Vocational
Conference (program chairman),
and the Little Theater Club She
is also past feature editor of the
Eastern Progress,
• Delia Ann Warren, a senior from
Louisville, ia nineteen years old.
She is Editor of the Milestone, and
a former Progress editor. Her
other interests are Little Theater
Club, Student Council Messiah,
Jeflferson County Club, Owens,
Collegiate Pentacle, and Kappa
pelta Pi.
MR. POPULARITY
Jerry Sutkamp, from Bellevue,
is a senior. Jerry is president of
the Senior Class, president of the
Caduceus Club, a member of the
Student Council, and Who's Who.
His other activities include Newman Club, Biology Club, Men s
Dormitory Council, and Oaks. He
is past president of K. I. E. and
MM* ££' Mr. Popularity
year-old senior from Lawreace»K£ ^Del Js vice-president of the
Baptist Student Union and Sunday
School Superintendent, secretary
of the Eastern Cadet Officers'
Club, Captain and Adjutant of
the Pershing Rifles, secretary of
the Association of the U. S. Army,
Commander of the Second B. G. in
the R".' O. T. C, and Co-chairman
of the Vocational Conference. He
was selected to Who's Who in
American Colleges this year. Other
activities include Canterbury Club,
Sigma Tau Pi, and the Messiah.
Continued on Page Eight

These are the "Queens" who will be presented at the Military Ball, March 7.
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It's time for * change." "I wish something different
would happen." "What's new?" WeU-knewn phrases on this
campus

M
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Eastern Allocated
$50,000 To Provide
Sprinkler System?

,

■

. Eastern State College has been
allocated $50,000 for improving
the water pressure on the campus
adn providing sprinkler systems
in the buildings and dormitories.
The announcement was made this
morning by Robert A. Butler, fire
protection engineer from the
State Department of Insurance,
Frankfort, at an assembly prograin in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
The former Navy Lieutenant
Commander said that engineer
firms have been employed to study
the water situation here and remarked that sprinklers would
lower the rate of fire insurance
along with providing safer buildings.
Butler pointed out to the audience two methods of attack
against fire; 1. extensive education of the public and, 2. building construction. "A building can
be fire resistant," be said, "but
not fireproof." He pointed out the
f^j^f^i^ a weU constructed and
g^ building.
Among the statistics quoted by
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group changed the way certain nominations were made, A
Nominating Committee made op of the Dormitory Councils
and the Student Council met and made the nominations.
One reason for doing this was to make sure that anyone
who received the nomination deserved it and wasn't nominated as a joke.
« In past years, candidates have not always met the
qualifications set up by^thef.Milestone. By using a Nominations Committee, we were sure that they would know and
keep tn mind the! necessary qualifications which are as follows:
1..-AI1 must be juniors and Seniors.
nave 1J) S
2
All m
must
■ *?
"st hav*
. Mf standimr
«UW,"B. . ' .
.
3...Miss Eastern is chosen on beauty, poise, and personaBty.
4....Mr. and Miss Popularity are chosen for personality,
.
popularity, and some contribution to the campus.
The position of editor has always carried the authority
to manage the elections as seems best. Eastern has almost
3,000 students. This is too large for everyone to know
enough about the other students to nominate them on the
basis of required qualifications. The Milestone editor, thinkine of how other large organizations handled the nominations, relied on the Nominating Committee to get the job
done most efficiently and effectively.
There were some mistakes made as there often are
when something new is tried- But the old must make way
for the new. It is no crime to try something new,/andj who
is to say, **It did not work.'

t

^ia the united states
through misuse of fire. This is an
average of over thirty each day.
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Professors

The Spice of Life

jfj^ggj ZprfSaSSS
the chance £o aound oti about their
by McGrath and Knarr
professors for the Abekwd-Schu- .
man essay contest on behalf of
or
the
book
Soroe
of
My
•"*
Friends are "Professors" by George
The strife of Dice
i
wiiiiams. Nearly i,ooo students,
The Might of Lice
75 per cent mate, from 35 states
The Spouse of Louse
^ye •nter€d;
.
_L
The House of! Mice
JL^Tm^S^ -SP S*S
The Knife of Rice
The Wife of Mike
"fully active in the campus underworid."
PRODUCED BY: UNEMPLOYMENT
HATS BY: ADAM
WORDS BY WEBSTER
j£gg+ gXto£%£v' IDEAS BY: SIGMUND FREUD
GRILLE COFFEE BY: CASPAR
£f wrote a five page Tingle- CENSORED BY: THE EDITOR
spaced letter explaining why he
TERRIBLE COLUMN BY: GOLLY
would -not join the contest.
J*^fZ* S one univJr! Notes t0 our dearly betoved typesetter:
X £ MiJEwTLrfKi■ rta».
Through your concerted efforts both Knarr
sity of Arizona professor plans
and j^^ now ^ mferiority complexes.
to use the essay contest as a "term
Three consecutive issues of 'McGrapp" is
writing project.
worse than three ouf of four issues of
y
"Knapp." McGrath concedes!
tefs fron? 2Xto5& K
of their best Mends are profes- Things overheard at various places on campus:
sors. The publishers of Afeelard^ tne ,—jUe) _
T
Schuman essay contest hope that
"Some of My Beet FrtenGs are Uninformed female freshman: "Are you, "busy, Mr. Kynn?
«l ,'
Professt.o
continues bp stimuw» A«ed another 'hand for hearU-"
. « . -*-*
late*both sttwents -and pt*«sors Faculty members sipping cup of grille coffee. "Sweet .Grandpa!
The Ohio YaUev Conference has* football, hjasebafl, has- with jts lively critique of higrifer
I guess I'd suitcase too!
ketball, rifle, track, golf, and tennis competition. Where is education today.
Observant student: "I still maintain that more people
swimming?
go up those steps to the cafeteria; than come back. .
We know that most of the Ohio Valley Conference
I wonder where they are disappearing to. By the way,
schools havp N. C. A. A. approved pools; yet they fail to
did you eat any of that meat pie today?
show even a substantial interest in the sport. Swimming,
Grillogy major to friend: "I'm getting bored with this
to those whom participate in it, is just as vital as any of
place. Matter of-fact, I'm getting so bored that I
Are
the ty^ M
who
might even attend a class tomorrow.
these other sports. We, at Eastern, sincerely would like complains about the way your
(In the Library) —
„
to have something done about this. Let's get something country, state, or perhaps your
started on this to alleviate the situation. How about it? county is being mn? Unless you Student to friend: I always come here to study because
Let's have Ohio Valley Conference swimming competition. «* registered to vote, you have
my room-mates continually distract me from my work.
no say-so in your government. One
Sweet Grandpa! Get a load of that blonde that just
should exercise his or her civil
walked in!
lights and duties demanding better government by exercising his Student worker to Librarian: "The fight over the
: '
individual duty of voting.
Courier-Journal wasn't too violent today. Here's
Kentucky state laws require one
the casualty list." •
to register in his home county so
(In the lobby of Burnam Hall) —
he may not invoke taxes which __„ • '•
,„
,
. „. . „ . _
he does not have to pay. This is College Romeo: "I was just up in the phone booth talking
to my, girl. But someone wanted to use the phone so
the first year that college stu
we had to get out."
dents between the .ages of 18-21
(In Walnut Hall) *have been involved in a state-wide
Me-ow"
election. This law took effect fol(In the Classroom) .—
lowing the election) of our present
governor.
Music teacher: "Chopin always carried a little bag full
The deadline to register in, the
of. Polish soil aroind with him so lie would never be
primary election and also the! last
separated from his native land.". Wisecracrr by Co-ed:
day to register for an absentee bal"So does my boy friend except he carries his under
lot is March 16. YOB wil| receive
his fingernails."
~T'
your absentee ballot from the
County Clerk in your home coun- Art Instructor: "Wull gee!" Ahh just don't know what
ty If you request it. Primary elec-we gonna talk about. Have you had a thought today?
tion« will ,be held in May.
Wall gee, anyone who had a thought gets an A.."
It is essential that you vote, but
(in the ravine) —
also it would be easier to obtain All right, OoJumbus, you've discovered enough already!"
an absentee ballot because the
week of May 26 starts final tests
Or, are you adventuring new
and the week containing March
tracks of your own?
16 is mid-term exams.
A notary public will be availThere are many kinds of
able on campus to notarise the BB^^DCCC
progress.
absentee ballots for your conpen- Jp K^B#^9 KC^O
Each person must find his own.
jence.
But there -is only one Progress
No matter hew you vote, Just
Progress is something that we that we -all1 snare—The Eastern
be sure you do vote.
ail have for the askingProgress.
It's something we all.have in
E>o you share at putting forth a
In Kentucky, yssjr Moons* may ©o/nmon,
good P»per?
be rctpakod H ymm, are oaugbt
Students can progress to beAny article of interest or indriving wtthwot a Meense, driving come teachers.
formation that you woaJdwam
while ui.au the jafbsiiium of seated
Teachers oan progress to become your classmates to know, drop it
■ihiiiiilrtlHTbHi or If oaaght paiMm philosophers.
"
by the office.
'-■IN ropmoN TO *eeuu*g -repom^p» *w*mm
in a stolen taxi cab on,a military
Are . you trsing
the tr*2? °* ^Do..Var **??* >n!d wt "^ **
J
FAULTY MEM00C#«flB JMK1&'1& «rW«**'A CLtff.*
reservation.
others to-m*Jte **s!Mii£ easier?
progress together.

SOMETHING MISSING?

Cxercise Your
Right

LITTLE MAN ONLCAMPUS

IT'S YOUR
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Band Concert |
Scheduled
I
v

•

The Eastern Band will present
S concert, March 5 at 8:00 p. m.
in Brock Auditorium. The seventy-piece band is the largest membership to date.
Featured in the program will be
ft twenty member Brass Choir.
It will play one entire suite and
will try something hew for the
Eastern Music Organization. Two
antiphonal choirs, located on different parts of the stage, will play
against each other.
The program includes an overture by Mendelssohn, unusual because it was written especially for
band; several transcriptions from
orchestral arrangements; an unorthodox march, "Prisoner of
War"; and some numbers written
originally for band.
Anotner specialty is "The
American Salute" based on "When
Johnny Comes Marching Home."
The band will make a two-day
tour through northeastern Kentucky April 1-2. It will give fortyminute concerts at six or seven
high schools.
May 7 is the date for the next
concert The Mendelssohn Piano
Concerto with the band will be
played by soloist Jim Harris.

•

'

Eastern's Coneert Band will play the evening-of March 5.
_

courses and I always helped yon
with your homework and you
never got any answers right and
< we always had dates on the nights
A few girls thought that they would have a little innocent fun j^f0re your tests and you've been
and make some money, too, (though exertion is illegal). They rigged cajjed to the Dean's office and
up a tape recorder and concealed the microphone near 'he fron*. you won't be accepted to attend
Eastern's debate team travekjd,
door of one of the dormitories. What they heard was Wo good to school next semester, you think to Lafayette, Indiana, last week
be kept a secret;
we should break up."
to take gait in the Purdue Debate
A well-censored version o* the- and skipping-over you and knocked
«.juBt because Pre flunked out Tournament. Thlrty-eigM school*
conversation follows: (Sorry, but you down on the way out; you 0f gehoo* and my dad took away were represented in the tournawe wilt not reveal the names of think we should break up?
my car and I owe two hundred ment.
Jean Patterson, Margaret
the participants in this conversla"Just because I can't jitterbug doBaws for gasoline and my buddyPope, Johnny Coy, and Joe GrayM
-- - '- — ■ - «-„»■ tion—for less than a ddtar—cash and I tokt yoa that I was the ^ wondering what happened to beal participated in feu*. rourtdB
J£^t£m£r£.'JSSTS if on the barrelhead.)
world's champ, and I to* you to ntehlgh gohooirutgr, and- your pardebate. They met such teams
gpnng fPOWali Pfacticejn July—
.,jHet be0ftUBe. I led a raid on a dance, and we sat the whole ffttB g^ threatening to disown of
as
Wayne, Bradley, Goshen, Mam
remember the oM nta m, Striiee ^^ donnitory and ran up and time and I wouldn't talk to, yon y^ and i just pushed you down a cheater,
Michigan and Chicago, •.
while the gridiron is hot."
dow» the haUs kissing all girls and I slugged a cousin of yrtire a^ <* eUurs and that cop won't
Eastern won over Wayne arid
______
1—
1
whe asked you to dance and I q_jt flashing his light in our .Bradley. They also outpointed
. didn't walk you back to the dormi- tmoml, doesn't mean that it's a£ Manchester. Two of their debate*
tcey, and you're the laughing over with us."
iwere lost by two points and one
stock of the whole-building, there
"Because there is just one way point, respectively. When asked
. is no reason we should break up." out 0f this whole mess—marry about the trip, Mr. Venettozzi had
"Just because we are going „« Buddy—. No, I'm not callto say: "I was very pleased
steady and you have been reject- i^ you Buddy, I want you to this
with the way the debaters pering dates and sitting in the dormi- marry me Buddy: Joe."
formed. Even more important, I
tory alone while I've been out
,.;. ,
_
.
.was
pleased with the way they
WHERE STUDENTS ARE TREATED BEST
living- it up with your roommate,
conducted
themselves. Again and
' and the other girls won't associate
again, I have had it proved to me
AND ALWAYS APPRECIATED
with you because you know me,
that Eastern students can take
there is stiH no reason why we
Name Brand MercWidise at Cut-Rat© Prices
their place along with students
By Mike McGrath
should break up."
from any other college or univerCHECK OUR DIAMOND AND WATCH PRICES
"Just because you think I'm
"A clod in a pod is Detter than sity
and- hold their own. They
always insulting you because I two in the bush." -Alfred E. Neu- are also
ladies and gentlemen in
BEFORE YOU BUY —
said you look better from the man, 1948.
every
sense
of the word."
• back and I said that 98 per cent
Contrary to popular belief, Dr.
Mrs.
Livingston
accompanied
1
of -the women in Kentucky are Sprague did not play the fiddle the group t6 Lafayette.
was
good looking and the rest are while Hanger Stadium burned, one of the most pleasant"Itweek*
going to Eastern, and I sakt that Smatterafact, he doesn't even know ends I have had since coming to
Bulova, Longines, Elgin, Keepsake, Ronson, Speidel
there should be a cattle crossing how to play the fiddle. This has
she was heard to sayf
Next To Begley's
Phone 1266 sign on the road in front of the little to do with the mud on your Eastern,"
"I
want
to
go with them next
dormitory, is there any reason shoes, bult if taxi-cab drivers feel year.'
■»I
that we should break up?"
that a rolling stone does not make
__
SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
"Just because I brought you iri for a very well balanced breaklate four nights in a row, and the fast, then the mud might affect
WHY PAY MORE?
house council didn't believe that one's outlook entirely. A philoso~ we ran out of gas all those times pher named Debby*t>nce said that

Victorious
Debate Team

JUST BECAUSE—

KESSLER'S JEWELRY

Chaos

Richmond * Only Cut Rate Jewelry

■

i

"Texas, Here
We* Come" .:■'

«K .--»****

"Just because you flunked two they have olive-leaf raids! -

2ND PRINTING

"GEMS OF GEST"
by Chas A. Keith

■

FUN, FLAVOR & FOOLISHNESS
From Arkansas to Ireland
\
(4>y way of Kentucky)
Price $.1.00
Send your order today to
COLLEGE BOOK STORE, RICHMOND. KY.

•

RICHMOND
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SCHOOL AND ART SUPPLIESSouth Third St.
Glyndon Hotel Bldg.
Richmond, Kentucky

SPECIAL!
MACSHORE CLASSICS]

REGULAR $9.00
TAYLOR MADE

THE PRICELESS LOOK
$3.98

PORTRAIT

- >V"

■Si

8" x 10"

For Only 5.95

It's a MACSHORE alright! You can tell by the way the
clever cut of the convertible collar is highlighted in lace,
the way that same lace runs a line dewnt he front. And it's
in NO-IRON dacron and cotton! White, beige, pink, blue.
Sizes SO to 36.

. PHOTOS BY JIMMY TAYLOR
McGauhey Studio — N. Third — Phone 52
•

,

"Texas, here wecame,"- was the
yell which could be heard in "and
around the vicinity of Burn&m
Han rMhay afternoon, February
20. The reason for such a cry was
not the beginning of a cattle drive)
although it may have appeared as
such. All this commotion was
caused by four members of the
dainty, weaker sex. The fo>U*
girls; Judy Leete, Jeanie Liskey,
Barbara Bradshaw, and PeggyOswald ; were off to Houston, Texas where they will attend a conference from the twenty-third to
the twenty-seventh.
The conference is an annual
one which Is held by^ the member schools of the Southern District of the AAHPBR (American
Association of Heatlh, Physical
Education, and Recreation). The
purpose of the conference is to
inform the students of the vocational values of their major and
to give the various schools ft
chance to exchange ideas for program and subject matter improvement.
The four girls were sent as representatives of the PEMM Club
(Physical Education Major and
Minors Club). They will bring
back information which is to be
used by the club to help in pro^
viding a more rounded program
in physical activity for the student body. It is the hope of the
club and their sponsor, Dr. Cooper,
that they will be able, in the
more active programs in which all
may participate.
. >
The girls will present a program of what -they have received
from the trip ' on Tuesday evening, March 3rd. The" program will
be held in the Little Theater and
any one interested. in hearing
their report is most welcome. This
program is to be but one of a
series fit programs being planned
by the PEMN- Their purpose .will
be to enlighten the physical education people on the opportunities
in their field.
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ALL THE WAY TO NCAA
If the roof of the gym; in Weaver Health Building hadn't caved
in on January 29, it might have on the night of February 18, as a
jubilant, cheering crowd of some 3,500 students and fans fairly
shook the rafters as they staged the greatest victory celebration
ever seen at Eastern after watching their beloved Maroons defeat
arch rival Western Kentucky 72-70 to win the Ohio Valley Conference Championship and capture a berth in the NCAA Tournament,
the upper echelon of college basketball.
In the most; important game to date that an Eastern team has
ever played, Paul McBrayer's dedicated Maroons proved every inch
the champion their dedicated coach has believed them to be.

f
BERNIE KOTULA

It was the final appearance in
the Weaver Gym for four great
seniors and without final appearance for anojJier valuable member of the squad, also, had his
unexpected departure not come as
it did last August 24. You might
say he was watching from behind
the curtain, however, on this memorable night as Coach McBrayer
and his Maroons dedicated this
classic to Joe Bowles, whose memory will live forever with this
squad.
■ It was a pressure-packed game,
like any Eastern-Western game,
only this one carried with it the
OVC title and the honor for the
Kotula, Vencill, and Woods on a fast break in the Western dame.
Maroons^to step into the elite
class of'the 24 finalists out of 882 dous job turned in by 6-8 senior the Hilltoppers were leading with church poured in 13 quick points
college teams in the entire United Bernie Kotula as he completely less than 7 minutes left to play while the Thoroughbreds were
States who will start playoffs on dominated the highly regarded —baskets which his team had to managing only one. The fast break
March 10 to decide the national Ralph Crosthwaite in this, the have, in addition to pulling off 8 started operating and at the inkey rebounds at the right time; termission, Easern was out in
champion.
Cole
and Upehurch with their in- front 4240.
game
that
meant
the
most.
It
was
Western was a hot-ehooting,
McBrayer started substituting
fired-up ball club, still trying to a satisfying reward to both Kotu- valuable defensive play, their constay alive in the conference race, la and McBrayer, who have put in trol of the ball and their clutch early in the second half but the
but the Maroons, with a truly he- many long hours of hard work to- points, and Ray Vencill, with his reserves kept up the pace and
roic effort, built up a 6-point 38-32 gether, and as McBrayer put it; greatest passes for easy buckets* added 18 field goals to the 17
half time lead on four quick field- "Bernie's performance in that and his two free throws which chalked up in the first half. Big
ers by Wood and Springate after game was one of the greatest practically assured the victory— Bernie Kotula again led all rebrilliant Bernie Kotula had tied joysl of my coaching career." Ko- each had his vital, important and bounders with 18, Dale Moore added 13 and was the leading scorer
it up for the 8th time during this tula outscored Crosthwaite 19 to necessary part in this game.
The Maroons, who are the 4th for the game with 23 points alhalf at 30-30 with 3:18 on the 17, and out-rebounded him 13-7.
clock.
Larry Wood one of the na- leading rebounding team In the though he saw little action in1 the
The lead changed hands con- tion's outstanding guards and a nation, controlled the boards again second half. Upehurch, Wood and
stantly and the score was tied 9 strong candidate for All-American In this game, as they had 56 Moore, getting away beautiful
passes on the fast break, iomtimes during the second half as honors, again directed the team recoveries to Western's 36.
the teams traded baskets, but superbly in addition to scoring 18
The stage was set for the title bined for 13 assists. Wood also hit
when Kotula, who performed like big points; Bruce Springate, who clincher on February 14, when the for 13 points, Cole and Springate
a pro, connected on a push shot came off the bench while repairs Maroons proved to be faster had 12 each and Kotula pitched
from the side to put the Maroons were being made on Jack Up- "horses" than the Murray Thor- in 11 points in addition to his
out in front 70-68 with 1:59 to church, pulled off 13 rebounds and oughbreds, handing them their work on the boards.
go, it put them there to stay. Ray tossed in 12 points in 28 minutes worst licking of the season' 88-85.
Springate had a sensational
Vencill calmly dropped in two and perhaps made the play of the The win was the 8th straight night on his scoring, as he confree throws to stretch the lead to game when he made a head-first for Eastern and their 13th of the nected on five of five field goal
72-68 with 43 seconds left, then dive onto the floor to save a loose season. For 8 minutes and 15 attempts and converted both of
Ellison hit on a jump to com- ball when the Maroons had to seconds the two teams battled on his free throw tries.
plete the scoring.
The Maroons dominated the
have it; Dale Moore, who has been even terms but at that' point Dale
Much could be written about brilliant for the Maroons all sea- Moore knocked one in to give the boards again as they have done
each of the seven players Mc- son and who is also on every- Maroons a 12-11 lead which they all season, outgrabbing the 'Breds
Brayer used in the game as each body's list for Ail-American, made never relinquished. Three minutes 58-43. Eastern also had a big edge
one played a vital role, but enough four quick baskets after McBray- later the score had jumped to 27- in field goals, marking up 35 to
cannot be said about the tremen- er moved him into the pivot when 12,, as Moore, Kotula and Up- Murray's 20.
—
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*miVE$THPSE QUESTtQNS)
-.-3W.--. Jfc-.

Erl^Vj-S
1. If you were about to buy an automobile, M [
A
would you- (A) study*the road-test
|
reports in the magazines, or (E) select - v
the car that looks best to you?
2. When confronted with a menu with
lots of foreign terms, do you (A) ask
what is in each dish, or (B) accept the
waiter's recommendation?
3. When invited to play an unfamiliar
game, do you (A) refuse to play until
you fully understand the rules, or (B)
pick up the rules as you go along?
4. When invited to a party, do you (A)
accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no . .
matter who attends, or (B) try to learn
who will be there before accepting?

|

o

^_

..

■

£3*0

5. In buying a radio, would you be
influenced more by (A) Jow price, or
(B) product features despite a
slightly higher priqe?

*□»□

6. When deciding on what movie to see,
do you usually prefer films that (A)
are gay and diverting, or (B) have a
social message?

*□'■□

7. When you run into a foreign phrase in
a textbook, do you first (A) head for
a dictionary to find the meaning, or (B)
try to dope .put the meaning yourself?

o •□

8. When reading the paper, do you (A)
catch yourself concentrating on
scandal stories, or (B) spend your time
on news and editorial matter?

•

Q -□-

o *□

a°u

9. In choosing a filter cigarette,
(A) are you easily swayed by
bold claims, or (B) do you
think for yourself and stick
by your decision?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself . . . you use judgment m your
choice of cigarettes, as«in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.
*

»

*// you checked (A) on three out of the first
four qmat'. ~z,\.nd (B) on four out^f the last
five ... you really think for yourself!
'

Familiar
pack or
<g»i«h-

proof

C 18S8, Brown* Wllll»m«onTol»ccoCorp-

VICEROY HAS A.'THINKINQ MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows — ONLY

,

——_
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on Corner
by tarry
Don't look now, but coach Vaul McBrayer's
Eastern Maroons are just about the greatest! thing
that ever happened to this school. Afer dropping
the OVO' opener down at Bowling Green, ths Maroons catight fire and bowled over ten opponents
in succession, cHnching the championship with an
inspired revenge win over Western ffilltoppers last
Wednesday night at the Weaver Cow Palace, 72^70.
The main highlight in a game of many highlights was the outstanding performance of Bouncing Bernie Kotula. The 6-8 senior's terrific shooting, awesome rebounding, and tremendous defensing of'Western star, Ralph Crosthwaite, prompted
Coach McBrayer to declare it "the greatest thrijl
in his coaching career."
Kotula with 19 points and 13 rebounds led
the Maroons' offensive, attack. Cracker-jack senior
guard, Larry Wood, turned in his usual top-notch
performance while adding 18 Irtg points.
Bruce Springate, who was not in the starting
line-up, came off the bench andJUton 6 of 12 attempts fronjf the fleldj and grabbed 13 rebounds.
In the previous game against Murray, Bruce, came
into,the ball game near the finish and, hit ,5 for 5
from the field while sulking his only 2 frtte throws.
With guys like Springate in reserve, the
Maroons have no comDtaint for lack of" depth,1
" It was the final home game for Larry Wood,
Dale Moore, Bernie Kotula, and Ray Vencill.
Moore, leading scorer of the Maroons this season,
was held to 8 points in the Western game. Three
of Dale's buckets came at a crucial time; however,
when Eastern was trailing in the second half, Vencill, who has been dogged by injuries for the greater part of the past two seasons, sank four free
throws in the final minutes. It was two of these
which gave the Maroons the winning edge. It was
"a fine showing for Vencill, who bowed out in style.
The victory was a great one in every sense
for the school, the student body, the team, and
Coach McBrayer. The game was dedicated to Joe
Bowies' and his family which made the win seem
all the greater.
With all the rumors; gossip, and questionable
facts circulating about the Eastern and the N. C.
A. A., this would probably be as good a place as
any to clear} up some of the controversy. The Maroons play on Tuesday, March 10, at 7:30 p. m.,
in the University of Kentucky Coliseum. The game
is the first part of a double-bill. We play an atlarge member and Miami of Ohio, who we defeated
.to our opening game of the season, goes against
another at-large member in the nightcap.
Contrary to all other reports, tickets are available; so don't panic. Just order them at Coach
McBrayer's office or dial 1750.
If the Maroons emerge victorious from the
first round game, they will journey to Evanston,
Illinois to play either Kentucky or Mississippi State.
Coach McBrayer, speaking on behalf of the
players and himself,.stated that It was "a great
honor for the school'to represent the Ohio Valley
Conference in the N. C. A. A."- The coacljf asserted

Mermen In Meet
>. pii M-wh 13 and 14- the* First
Kentucky Intercollegiate Invitational dwimrfttog* -aftd- living
Championships will be held at the
University of Kentucky Memorial
Coliseum pool. The teams entered
so far aye Berea, Eastern, University of Louteville, Union, University of Kentucicy, and the University of Kentucky freshmen.
Eastern will be participating in.
the meet. "Coach Ccmbs and his
squad are working diligently to
win at Lexington. Those who wish
to go may contact Coach Don
Combs for further information.
There will be 12 events— the
regular dual meet events! as indicated in the 1959 N. C. A. A.
Swimming Guides plus a 200 yard
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that he was anxious to go back to the tournament
with a team of full strength. In 1953, when the
Maroons last appeared in the N. C. A..-A., two of
the team's leading scorers, Elmer Tolsoh and Bill
Bales, were ineligible for postseason participation
because of the four year rale.
They really go in for basketbalr big down at
Rawleigh. The Wolfpack has won the Atlantic
Coast Conference nine times in the past twelve
years and the highly estimated Dixie Classic seven
of the past ten. As you may recall, the Maroons
dropped a heart-breaking 78-75 verdict down at
Raleigh early last season; so the Wolfpack are
probably not underestimating our strength any
this year.
The Eastern Maroons edged the Wolfpack of
North Carolina State, 71-69, Saturday night ot
Raleigh. By this performance the Maroons . accomplished something duplicated only by highranking Kansas State and North Carolina. .
The red-hot Maroons trailed by as many as
thirteen iioints in the early stages of the game,
but rallied in the last minutes ion an inspired victory over Che Wolfpack, who; ranked seventh nationally. It was surely one of the major upsets of
the year.
When the final statistics were tallied, it was
shown that the Maroons hit 31 of 62 from the field
and 9 of 12 from the gratis line. The fact that
Eastern was outrebounded (incidentally, for the
first time all season), and the fact that North
Carolina State had only eleven fouls called on them
as opposed to twenty called on Eastern proves that
the Maroons really had to give it all they had for
the victory. The Wolfpack wasn't giving awaya

thing.

: I..,... \^^+*+uwmBmm&

Odds and Ends .
Last season the Maroons finished in the O.V. C.
cellar. This season they reversed the order and
came out on top. Same team-better fortune
Did
you ever sea anything to top the frenzy of the student body? Not only do we have a great basketball team, but we also have tremendous school
spirit
The Maroons have a fifteen game winning streak at home including all nine home games
this season
North Carolina State's 1-2 punch,
6-8 John Richter and 5-9 Lou Pucillo are being
compared to Bill Russell and Bob Cousy
Never
heard of 'em," said Bemie Kotula and Larry Wood.
Kotula did a wondrous job of defense on AllAmerica candidate Crosthwaite, whi is the best
shooter in the nation percentage-wise. Bernie allowed Big Ralph only seven rebounds (one offenv sive) and gave him only nine shots (eight of which
went in). Kotula was, in the meantime, connecting
no a 9 of 14 himself
What did you think about
Jack Upchurch's dribbling in the final minute of
the Western game.? There was a boy with a purpose
Eastern outrebounded the Hilltoppers 5636. Four players in the game outrebounded Crosthwaite and four out scoped him
At last reports,
the Maroons were sixth in rebounding and tenth
in offense nationally.

Individual Medley and a 1500 meter free style. The committee, at
a recent meeting, reported that
it felt intercollegiate swimijwng at
this time in Kentucky is not sub■eb*^"il enough to warrant a -full
,J6 event xhree darjf meet, as indicated in the Cuide.'
•-.«•
Each team will pay their owrtV
expenses. An entry fee of 50 cents
per entrant pen, event plus $2 for
each relay team will be necessary,
to defray .the cost of medals and
iropmes. Medals win* be awarded
to the first place winners, and
points earned for the first six
places will be the basis for the
team trophy selection.
This meet will be something
very new to Kentucky. It is hoped
that this can become an annual
affair, and there is a possibility
of rotating the pool sites among
the N. C. A. A. approved pools.

^/

SPRING FOOTBALL
PRACTICE
Some fifty candidates are expected to report for football practice Monday afternoon as Coach Glenn Presnell's Eastern Kentucky
Maroons get their spring grid practice underway.
.Among the hopefuls will be nineteen returning lettermen back
from the '58 squad which posted a 3-6 record. Twelve award-winners
were lost from last year's grid crew. .
The biggest problem facing Donald MacDonaW.
Coach Presnell, who will begin LETTERMEN
his sixth year aajj}?^J™"1°f jg
Two lettermen are back at the

Only two flankmen return with
any varsity experience while just
a pair of halfbacks that saw
action on the "58 club are back,
Lost were three left ends, Sal
Marchese, Burton Bradley, and
Ronald White, along with one
right end, Claude Sammons. •
Missing in the backfield will be
the Maroons' number one and two
leading ground-gainers in halfback Dave Bishop and fullback
Bob Callahan. Bishop also paced
the Maroons in punting. Speedsters Gary Jump and Jerry Wilhoit also were lost.
Missing from the roster also
Will be the captain and left tackle
of the '58 Maroons, Jim Patton,
right tackle Jerry Abney, guard
Jib Black, center Ronnie Spenlau, and quarterback Ronnie
Polly.
1
"On the brighter side of the
picture," says Coach Presnell, is
our experience and depth in the
middle of ourhne. Our guard
and tackle positions should be

turn,
**-g*££?£V^J3Z
Tony Lanham and Tony Harris
the only two experienced competttoss at this time while two lettermen. Hade Durbin and Sam Incavido, return to hold down the
fullback position.
The lack of experience in the
backfield is evident in that only
Riehard Laymon and Shannon
Johnson are back with experience.
Coach Presnell and his line
coach Fren Darling, are anxious
to see how the expected battle for
positions develops. "The positions
are wide open and this spring will
decide to a great extent the boys
yfa0 ^m do the job for us next
tai^> ^6 g^^ coach said.
Hesitant in making prediitions
for nis .59 cjub preSnell remarked
that some twelve good looking
freshmen prospects are expected
t
make gtro
bids for varsity
^rUt*. "We are going to get in
scrimmage sessions as
££%£., ^ Maroon coach said,

Hatfield, Frank Tomaro, Steve
Hereseg, and James Campbell,
While the guards with experience
are Eddie Miller, Dtek Slukich,
Frank Asbury, Don Adkinson, and
—
—
'

for twenty days J*tw«*J*»3
to be gottenm within a Pertad«
thirty-six days after the beginning
of spring practice, according to
an NCAA ruling.
'
-—~
«
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Maroons
Schedule
9
Games
Eastern Kentucky's Maroons will play a nine game football
schedule next fall, it was announced this week by Charles T. Hughes,
Director of Athletics, and head Coach Glenn Presnell.
The Maroons open on SeptembeP^lO with t3i£'Writerctgei at. Toledo at Toledo. Included] among the schedule are 4 home' gamee and
5 games in foreign soil.
,
Austin Peay College, the only stranger on the Maroons' 1959
schedule, begins a new series with Eastern, the two meetings on
October 23, at Richmond.
The Homecoming game, in all probability, will be against archrival, Western Kentucky on October 31, although the official announcement has not been made by the Alumni Association as yet.
The schedule follows:
Toledo ...Toledo, Ohio
8 P- n>.
Sept. 19
.*.'.„
Jtichmond Ky. -^ r ••••" 8 p. m\
Sept. *u- Louisville
Murray
' Murray, Ky. ....:.:
:v8p. m.
Oct
3
Richmond, Ky.
8 p. nj.
Oct 10 M. Tennessee
E. Tennessee
Johnson City, Tenn
8 p. m.
Oct. 17
Austin Peay
Richmond, Ky,
8 p. m.
Oct. 23
Western
Richmond, Ky
2 p. m.
Oct. 31
Cookeville, Tenn
2 p. m.
Nov.
7 Tenn. Tech
Morehead
Morehead, Ky.
Nov. 14
t 2 p. m.

Dedicated To...

■ "Wtotorjir-*.

*<.....

—Jim Pike.

o

Dale Moore seems surprised as he gets the ball in the Western Game.

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!

SWEET SHOP

i

With this thought, we dedicate
this classic Eastern-Western game
to you, Joe, Mary Lou and Becky.

■BBBBI
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JOE BOWLES

It was August 24 th of last year
that Coach Paul McBrayer and
his Eastern Maroons were struck
with tragic news. It was the news
of the accidental death of junior
guard Joe Bowles and his lovely
wife, Mary Lou, and baby daugh'
ter, Becky Joe.
We as fane knew Joe as old No.
51, the fierce competitor from
Shelbyville, Kentucky, but only
those who had the pleasure of
knowing the Bowles family personally knew the quiet, unassun)ing young man and his family who
made no enemies, but many
friend.s.
It is hard to believe that Joe,
who would have been a senior,
sharing in the glory of this great
Eastern team, is gone, but those
of us who were close to Joe know
deep in our hearts that he is still
competing for he has gone on to
join a greater, almighty team that
knows no defeat. This typifies Joe
Bowles. He knew no defeat, only

The crowd cheers as Nelson "Gooney" Bell presents Coach McBrayer
with a watch In the after game ceremonies.

,

North Second Street
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Does Eastern
Have A Future
Miss America?
All Eastern organizations have
been invited to sponsor a candidate in the MISS RICHMOND
PAGEANT April 9 in Hiram
Brock Auditorium.
Any single girl between the
ages of 18 and 28 is eligible to enter if she is sponsored by an organization or a merchant. Downtown merchants, are also allowed
to sponsor" college students in the
contest. The entry fee per girl is
$5.00.
The contestants will be judged
in formate, bathing suits and
street wear, and on talent. The
talent portion o fthe pageant may
consist of dancing, singing, baton
twirling, acrobatic dancing, recitations, mimic, monologues, dramatic skits, pantomlnes, etc.
Delbert ,Shouse has been appointed by the Richmond Junior
Woman's Club, sponsors of the
pageant, to serve on the committee as College Chairman. Interested persons and organizations
may contact Shouse for details.

*v>

Sick Sick Sick
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By Mike MeGrath
Some of society'* sickening
salutations deserve saliva. Do you
not get sick of the same old greetings day after day? I don't—
it's Just that I could thinx at
nothing else to take up space. The
space which this article occupies
was to be taken by an advertisement for a foot power. H was t»
Show a close-up view of some toes
which were infected with "athlete's feet". I realize that medical
science must progress, but my
ulcers probably wouM not bear
an advertisement such as this.
Sometimes oases of "athlete's feet"
can get pretty serious. As a matter of fact, I knew a Man who
used to work alt a used guitar lot
in Nashville, Tenn., who died of
"•athlete's finger", (makes me cry
every time I think of the poor
soul). Well, that is another story
—back to the salutations.
Mlany of society's sickening
salutations which deserve saliva
take .the form of a question. Someday (when Eastern wins the Rose
Bowl) I'm going to muster up
enough "guts" to answer these
questions the way I really like
to. Below are some of the question* and some of the answers I
would like to give. The next time
some clod starts a conversation
With one of these questions,
simply, give him one of these
answers,- :«mi I guarantee, t*»t* he
will dislike you for the rest of
his life—so will all his friends—
so will EVERYBODY. This will
give you more time to study
(aarrrgh!!!).
How did you do on that test?
Well frankly, I don,'t see where
that's any of your ... business.
. What did you say your name
was?
My name is Aloysius Hemorrhojd, what's yours?
Where y«' going?
I'm going crazy, with an IQ
of less than 25 you'd be a good
companion, like to go along?
Were you born in a barn?
Yes, as a matter of fact, my
mother was one of the finest
Ouerensey cows you ever saw!
(The following question usually
falls on our dirty ears when we
go home—which is not more than
once a week.)
How's school?
Well, everything Is all right,
considering that I'm flunking all
my courses, my roommate is a
kleptomaniac, and my pet octopus
drank my last bottle of Old Spice.
(And now for the Coup D*
Grace—this will send them reeling.)
Did you have a nice week-end?
As a matter of fact, I didn't.
My girl joined the WACs. Every
time we go to the drive-in, she
insists on bringing her drill sergeant with her!
(Author's note: This article was
written to prove that one's mind
can be free for at least five minutes of such horrid thoughts as
grille coffee, the mud on your
shoes, Monday morning, and an
empty mall box.)

EOGAR KIDWEUU DIES
IN CINCINNATI
Edgar C. KMwell, auditor for
the U. S. Air Force, stationed at
the General Electric Co., Evandale, died on Sunday, January 18,
at his home, 1747 Clevernoll, North
College Hill, Cincinnati. Mr. KWwell, who was suffering from a
nervous condition, died of a self-
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Eastern Keeps Old
Probation Policy
Comments in the State press
indicate wide approval of the dropping of students because of low
grades. This practice is not new
at Eastern. The College has always had a group of students on
probation because of low grades
made during the preceding semester. If a student is not able
to bring his grades up during the
semester he is on probation, he
is asked to withdraw from college. A few of these students are
re-admitted after they have been
out of college one semester, but
if they then fail to make satisfactory grades they are dropped
permanently from the college eninflicted bullet wound.
The Air Force auditor, a native
of Fleming County, was a lieutenant colonel in the Army Reserve. During World War II he
served as a major in the European Theatre of Operations. He
had been an active member of the
Alumni Association since his graduation in 1953. He was also a
1955 graduate of Xavier University, Cincinnati, where he obtained
a Master of Business Administration degree in accounting.
Masonic rites were conducted
at the Miller Funeral Home, Cincinnati, and burial was in Arlington National Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Emily Scruggs Kidwefl;
two
daughters, Emily Clark Kidwell,
at home, and Mary Elizabeth Kidwell, of Columbus, Ohio.
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rollment. Students who have exceedingly low grades during any
semester are dropped automatically and are not permitted to reenroll.
Eastern has never made public
the number of students who are
on probation or the number who
are dropped because of academic
standing or for other causes, but
it is known on the campus that
at the beginning of any semester
a considerable number are either
dropped or placed on probation
because of unsatisfactory work.
Members of the faculty and the
Counselors work with students who
are on probation in an effort to
help them build up their class
standing. The results are often
surprisingly good when; the students cooperate and accepl some
responsibility for " their own education.
The Registrar's Office estimates
that more than 200 students who
did poor work in other institutions last spring tried to enter
Eastern last fall. Only a very few
of these were accepted. It is reported that a majority of them
did well during the fall semester,
but some of them had to be
dropped at the close of their first
semester at Eastern.
Although, the College wishes to
be helpful to all students, and; the
decision to drop a student is a
very painful one in many instances, the College is determined not
to became the place of refug» foe
those who will not try to make
a good college record. Those, who
do try will find at Eastern a let
of persons who want to help them.

RAY'S BARBER SHOP.
MAIN STREET
Next to Woolworth's

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
RICHMOND. 10

E. MAIN ST.

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Featuring

"MARTINIZING"
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
AH Sweaters Put in Plastic Bags
i
at N* Extra Cost!
Campus Agent - Jerry Abner

:

3rd & Main
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They said it

&
be dona
They said nobody
could do it. .
but
If Mis
■
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iix tar

1999 Ugjeii A My*ra Tobccco Company

"XiM is kindest to your taste,** says TV's George Gobel. "There are
two mighty good reasons why I think you'll go for 'em. They're truly low in
tar, with more exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette."
LOW TAR: CM's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke... makes EM truly low in tar.
MORE TASTE: EM's rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more
* exciting taste than any other cigarette.
^
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The Opposite Sex

New Faculty
Added
Mr. Randolph Dozier, who for
two years was an art teacher at
Bstill County High School, Irvine,
» Kentucky, joined .the art department the second semester. He is a
graduate of Eastern, and received
" his M. A. degree in 1956. Mr. Dozier, His wife, and son, are) living
at 201 Fifth Street, Ravenna, Kentucky.
Mr. Don Feltner, Hazard, Kentucky, has returned to Eastern as
directdr of publicity. Upon graduating from Eastern in 1956, he
served as a First Lieutenant in
the Uhited States Army for two
years. While he attended Eastern,
he was a baseball player and ae%
t sistant coach as well as sports
publicity director. For the past ten
months, Mr. Feltner has served as
Public Information Officer at the
■» Savannah River Defense Area,
Augusta, Georgia, as a member of
the United States Army Air Defense Command.

Faculty Facts
Mr. Robert L. Oppelt was in
Kansas City, Missouri, Tuesday,
February 2»; tor «he convention
of the Music Teachers National
Association.
Miss Mary King Burrier, Miss
Evelyn Slater, and Mies Alma
Regenstein attended a meeting of
the Home Economics Education
Teachers Conference at the University of Kentucky Friday, February 20.
Dr. Henry G. Martin addressed
Breathitt County teachers February 20, and also met with the
Dee 'County Evaluation Group on
the same date.
The Committuf on Professional
Education, meet.ug in Louisville,
February 23, was attended by
Dr. D. T. Ferrell from Eastern.
Mr. Leonard F. Woolum was
In Service Consultant to Wayne
County teachers meeting at Monticello February 16.
Mr. William E. Sexton, Industrial Arts teacher, was in Frankfort, February 17, on business
plating to securing equipment
jfcough—the Property Utilization
Office.

This cabinet on Abraham Lincoln is one of toe many potato of
interest tat Eastern's srusesan.
t

Living Or Dead?

Living or Dead? The Eastern College Museum should be one of
the busiest places on campus. It contains a wealth of information.
The history of this nation, its accomplishments and strifes, is depicted by books, displays, and valuable objects. Beauties or rarity
arai displayed" in the glass showcases. Yet a verjl small percentage of
students or faculty take advantage of this condensation of culture.
A facial point during the Sesque- Lincoln Herald magazine, shingles from the Kentucky log cabin
centennial is the Lincoln case, in which he was born, important
Dr. Heirich Von Kelter once said, 1859 is the 160th Birthday Anni- documents give a picture of a
versary of the United States' six- great man. An interesting photo"Ah nuts".
teenth President. A cast of "Hon- graph taken here in Richmond
Did you ever stop to consider? est Abe", models oast in bronze of arouses one's emotions. A tree
his strong hands, copies of the behind the county courthouse grew
We thought not!
' an exact profile of Abraham Lincoin on its trunk. His portrait,
crowns the case.
A lange doll, a gift from Miss
Marie Roberts, former Dean of
Women, stands dn the wisdom of
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT IT'S FINEST!
her age. A collection of beauti-.
ful shells spread their rainbow
Altering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
hue. A* third edition of The History of Man, bound in human skin,
.^.K^pajring - Waterproofing
Sizing
' J is- on display. Civil War and
Revolutionary uniforms bring back
We have no agent working. Instead
the anxiety i* « «^Ut»cnynjtry« r
Dr. J. T. Dorris, curator, invites
we give all students a special discount.
everyone to see the Museum's
valuable collection. He has many
plans for extending it and would
appreciate suggestions. The visiting hours are from 9:00 to 12:00
and from 2:00 to 4:00. He is also
happy to open it on request.
Why is the Museum not utilized
more fully? Teachers have the
opportunity to bring vividness and
life into their courses by having
their students explore this attraction. It is a waste.
m

DIXIE D(*Y CLEANERS

Phone 7

Free Delivery

THE COLONEL DRIVE-IN"
INC.
Big H>H Avenue, Richmond,, Kentucky
FEATURING SMALL FRY PIZZA
6-INCH PIZZA — 25c and Up

TUESDAY, MAR. 3
SPECIAL!

-^_,

■A KY. FRIED CHICKEN.

i
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In 1957, five people aied from
strangulation caused by wet newspapers.

Have you read about the astonishing ways of cooking devised
by the occupants of Burnam Hall? This is not only true of Burnam
but all of our dormitories. The new method may lead to our dorms
becoming famous as chefs' kitchen*. If you have noticed lately,
only a few of tfie Burnam residents are eating in the cafeteria.
This is probably caused by some of our ingenious students finding
ways to cook in the room. Of course this is against an rules and
regulations but as of yet, the authorities have not discovered it. Also
we hope the authorities don't read this column.
,
There is a hot plate provided in the basement of each dorm
as a part of the faculties, but why go to all the trouble of taking
your food down there to cook it and bring it right back up to your
room to sat when( you have a perfect kitchen within the four walls
of your small room?
Some students have formulated a list of foods that may be
cooked in your room with Just the facilities you have on* hand.
Breakfast is one of the easiest meals to prepare. The radiator,
which will provide more than sufficient heat, makes a perfect
toaster. If you want an egg, just plug in your iron, and you have
a skillet. At first you may find it hard to keep the egg on the
iron, but you master this with practice.
For lunch and supper there are any number of foods that may
be prepared.
Have you ever tried to prepare a full course meal in a popcorn
popper? It an be done, but you have trouble keeping each course
hot while you are smiting; for another to cook. As you can see,
the popcorn popper i« one of the meet useful articles for dormitory
cooking.
Hot dogs may be prepared dehciously over candles. Also if you
want a more campfire effect, you may roast marshmellows over a
cigarette lighter while you are cooking your hot dog over the
candle.
• ■
Many persona may wonder where to keep perishables. Have you
looked around campus at the windows lately?
For cooking soup you may try what some of the boys in Memorial are doing'. Take a .can of soup and punch two holes in the
can and put it under the water #aueet. There is only one disadvantage
which is getting salt Into the soup.
If you are a P. S3, major, you have an advantage because you
will know how to build a tin stove. This is also a good use for
empty cans you din't want to throw into the garbage as telltale evidence of cooking in your room.
)
Since sunlamps are comping into use about this time'of year, you
may use it to roast anything; even people.
Ashtrays make perfect dishes; and curtains and bedspreads may
be used for tablecloths.
•
The only disadvantage of cooking In your room is the food
smell, but you can always get rid of this by buying a small bottle
of Midnight in the Ravine.
^.._*,,
In the future these ingenious methods of Burnam residents
may run the cafeteria out of business. If you get caught by the
authorities, please do not tell them where you go^the ideas.
" to an autobiography.
His "Gems of Jest," "Jewels of
Verse," and "Limerick" and
"Pearls of Fable and Fact" are,
as the names imply, a veritable
treasure chest of jokes, stories,
truth and tomfoolery, with interesting comments and asides—literally "Loaded with Legends and
Laughter." These three, all published since Dr. Keith's retirement
in 1953, have been sold in most
at the American States and at
least eight foreign countries. The
first printing of some has already
been exhausted, and the second
edition is melting fast.
The new book, "Designs,
Dreams and Deeds, is a collection
of some twenty-six of his storehouse of speeches, which have
been delivered, during the past
forty years, to audiences all over
the country and in some foreign
lands. They cover a variety of
subjects—as Dr. Keith puts it,
"from the Hallucinations of Hookworms to. an eulogy at his own
funeral."
His future plans, which include
the publication of the Autobiography, which carries him "'from the
crabgrass of Arkansas to the Blue
Grass of Kentucky," by way of
the ball fields of the United States
and the Cricket and Rugby fields
of England, is an account of a
Dr. Charles A. Keith, retired varied career, giving humor,'facts,
head of the History Department pathos and philosophy. This acand former dean of men at East- count should be exceedingly inern, is using his retirement leis- teresting to anybody who has been
ure (?) to produce a number of to Eastern since its founding.
Dr. Keith has now added Author
books. These range all the way
from a History of Kentucky, writ- to his other accomplishments such
ten with a former student as part- as teacher, historian, leader in
ner, through several small books masonry, Rhodes Scholar, lecturer
and Major League ball player, 1
addition to being a matchless
story-teller.
All of these publications that
are now in print may be obtained
through the College Book Store,
and those in production will be
added to stock as soon as they
come from the press.

DR. KEITH'S
RETIREMENT
STRENUOUS!

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS

French Fries or

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
CLEANING SERVICE — .

Mashed Potatoes,

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!

Biscuits and Gravy

I HOUR—I DAY SERVICE
WHEN REQUESTED— NO

79c

EXTRA CHARGE!

Owned and Operated by

Third' and Water Streets

LEWIS W. BROADUS, PRi and TONY SIDERIS

V
DEATHS
The funeral for William Harwood
Blackerby, *7, was held at Southside Baptist Church, Louisville,
Ky., with burial at Zachary Taylor
National Cemetery.
Blackerby, an English teacher at
Valley High School, died on Friday, December 12, at St. Joseph
Infirmary of a heart ailment. He
lived a t728 Whitney.
A veteran of World War H and
the Korean War,' Blackerby was-a
native of Henry County. He first
taught at Henry County Central
High School and later at Frankfort High School before going »
Louisville.
He received his A.S. degree at
Eastern in 1M7 and his M.A. in
1952.
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tronic Defense Group, a position
which calls for traveling and
which he likes to do.
Continued From Page One)
Edward
iwiwara A. tiaxcn,
Hatch, mcnraona,
Richmond,
_ ^»-lh, WftKl haH Tecentiv , Mrs- FaiTifl "«« the former Vera
is majoring in chemistry He has ^JgS ?$*JI££ STdAS fig ST^Wi^ST^'c£?
been ctass president tor three 5 Association. For the past five J!J? c^e u ^nd SarrT 9 Dr"

CAMPUS FAVORITES

Rife,, Y If C. A., Swimminf
SS^2« ~Iennif ^^f8?)' , Eastern
Cadet Officers' Club, K. I. E., and
Oaks. Eddie was also chosen for
Who's Who.
John Ratlifif is a senior from
Newport. John is President of
the Student Council. He is a
varsity player on Eastern's baskettoall squad, a member of the
"E" Club, and Sigma Tau Pi.
Gus Franklin is a twenty-oneyear-old senior from-Bellevue. Gus
was president of the freshman
class, vice-president of the sophomore class, vice-president of the
Math Club, and president of S. N.
E A. He was Elected to Who's
P&AJSEftS? £t£ZJ2&
is Co-chairman of the Vocational
Conference Other organizations
in which he is active are Music

Alumni News

Of the 10,000 lefthand chess
players in the English speaking
world, only two have had cancer
of the third finger of the right
5*

JJSJTS SUSTS&ft ** "*» *SJg* MiCh'
liberal arts schools, Methodist af- Mr
„ ,„,„_ ~~~„ _ m
in Jackson, Tennessee. K
„
- William E. Kash, Irvine,
fiiiated,
Among her many outside interests V- was on the campus recently.
and activities she writes regularly He is teaching History at the
for the adult church school publi- w®^v?r„H!?il S^001 ™ Dayton,
cations of the Methodist Church. °hio. Kash was a member of the
The current Adult Bible Course *«»• I™"8- ,His a^jess is 1833
has her teaching helps and at Riverside Drive, Dayton 5, Ohio.
present she is engaged in writing
~~^
Bible Teacher for Adults for April- I^A.»Al%e
/
June, 1960.
L/6aT 15
Miss Ward received her A. B.
degree at Eastern in 1929 and an William Harwood Bliekerby
M. A. degree from Peafoody Col„_, ^._.^.. - mita.S Uo.
kge in 1934.
J%? R£522L w^TL.? It'
.
J^. ***g*Z'.)*JL***. ****..**
^ord White Farris received JSto*^ ^SmSSTaSSS
hte Ph
" D- ***" * *a«*rical SSo.National OemeterV
Engineering at the University of
Blackerbv ^ Enelisto teacher
Michigan, Ann Arbor,'this past at v£te7 Hteh SSol died on
JuIy. ^Butta doing his graduate &*$%Z3gtr"g°°at St ji

ciub Physics ciub, Messiah chom j£& * «

jjU

Weddings

„«„+ He lived at 726 Whitnev
A veteran of World War H and
the Korean War, Blackerby was
a native of Henry County. He
first taught at Henry County Central High SchoolE «*tt&£ at
Frankfort High School before going to Louisville.
He received hie A. B. degree
at Eastern in 1947 and his M. A.
in 1962.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Irene Blackerby; a sister, Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Marvin, and two
brothers, Justin C. Blackerby, Oak
Ridge, Tenn., and John Hartman
Blackerby.

The modern education system If.
going to the dogs.
" Isaac Newton signed up for
Physics 202, but he hasn't shown
^!^
.

LLHGI'S PIZZA
FREE

DELIVERY

PHONE 2737

/

#

Drawing for Free $5.50 Meal Ticket each week.
Last Week's Winner was Tom Dallas-Keith Hall.
(For purchase over 50c)
-

FREE PARKING LOT IN REAR.

Restore your complexion
almost at once with Mira-Col

j£ J^kJSSSTJ\"US ?

i. .&., Kappa Delta fi, ana m y^ Engineering Research InOaks.
stitute of the University.
Dr. Farris was graduated from
Easterh with high distinction in
1941 and received his M. A. degree
in 1942. In 1946 he received an
M. S. degree from the University
Miss Sally Simonton became the 0f niinote, Champaign, 111.
bride of Thomas P. Knight on JanAfter receiving his degree, he
uary 17, 1959 at the First Chris- accepted an Assistant Protian Church, Covington, Kentucky, fessorship in the Electrical EngiMiss Simonton attended Eastern neering Department at the Uniin 1956-1958. Mr. Knight was a versity of Michigan but was given
member of the 1957 graduating a leave of absence to become Reclaa3
search Engineer with the Research
They are making their home at institute there, where he was pro3164 Woodward Street, Erlanger, moted to Supervisor of the ElecKentucky.
.
,
K.
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Free professional demonstration yours for the asking
If

you

skm

ta

blemi8

«*. ?*c«w<*"" or prsmamiracle called
help you as It
for more than

Professionally trained beauty
experts will personally demony
° y>
strate this wonderful way to
turely aged, the
properly cleanse, stimulate, and
"MIRA-COL" will
protect your precious skin. In
with
millions
hag
minutes you will see a retwentv-five vears
awakening or radiance to your
Merle Norman, ' internationally
complexion that you will scracerenowned cosmetician, invites you
ly believe.
to try her famous, nationally adFor appointment, phone or visit
vertised "3 Steps to Beauty" abus today for your free 3-step
solutely free at your neighbor"Beauty Treat" before your skill
hood Merle Norman Cosmetic
gets one day older. No obligaStudio.
tion, of course.
»«.■».- A.M.^*-«>»«.. ~.-~.~i <—_._ —....
MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO
450 OAK ST., RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
.
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English: CONVERSATION ENDER

English: SCANDAL MAGAZINE

Johnson-Gravett
Miss Darlene Ruth Johnson,
Elizabethtown, became the bride
of Lt. Ray Alexander Gravett of
Hollywood, Fla., formerly of Winr
Chester, in a ceremony solemnized
on Sunday, December 29, in Jellico, Tenn.
Lt. Gravett is a 1958 graduate of
Eastern. Mrs. Gravett is a senior.
The couple will make their home
at Ft. Sill, Okla., where he is
stationed with the United States

r-

Thinkiish translation: This magazine is put out by a bunch of
troublishers. Their other monthly
offerings: a horror series (feoriodical), pin-up pictures (leeriodical) and a fortune tellers' gazette
(8eeriodical). Naturally, none car-*'»ie8 ads mentioning the honest
taste of fine tobacco. Who'd want
Lucky Strike mixing with that
crowd? As for the scandal sheet,
it's a smeariodical which deserves
nothing but snublLity.

Angel-Freeman
Miss Mareella Jean Angel, Williamsburg, became the bride of
Norman Willis Freeman, Fitzgerald, Ga., on December 22 in the
First Baptist Church, Williamsburg. .
The bride received her B. S. degree at Eastern in 1954 and her
M. A. in 1958. She is a member
of the Glendover School teaching
staff.
The bridegroom received an engineering degree from the Southern Unit of the Georgia School
of Technology. Prior to entering
the military service, he was a
member of the firm of Welkins
Consultant Engineers, Lexington.

.
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MAKE 25
Start talking OUT language—we've got
hundreds of checks just itching.to go!
We're paying $25 each for the Thinkiish
words judged best! Thinkiish is easy: it's
a new word from two words—like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vermm, N. Y. Enclose name,
address, college and class.

Junior Alumni
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Billings,
Ashland, announce the arrival of
a son, David Skinner, on Monday,
January 26 at Kings Daughters
Hospital in Ashland.
The Infant is being welcomed by
a brother, John Franklin. Mrs.
Billings is the former Elizabeth
Skinner, a member of the 1944
class.

»». N«RS.aK™ BASKETBALL

«n. BLOATOGRAPH

•

AIOACE HOWAHO
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English: BIKINI BATHING SUIT

^
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TEAM

jhlnWiin:

pUNfirX>*M
wer«t. -• c«o"-«» -

I»H
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English: POLICE PUBLICITY

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Benton, 808 Main St., Ravenna, Ky„
announce the arrival of a son on
February 9. He has been named
James Nelson.
Mr. Benton received his B. S.
degree at Eastern in 1919 end his
Masters in 1950. "

f.
t.

'

Hamilton-Bicknell
Miss Peggy Louise Hamilton and
Rudy G. Bicknell, both of Berea,
were married at 4 o'clock on Saturday afternoon, December 20, in
Danforth Chapel.
Mr. Bicknell was graduated from
Eastern in 1955 and is employed
at IBM in Lexington. The couple
lives in the Arnett Apartments in
Richmond while Mrs. Bicknell finishes her senior year.

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent DeLiso,
Idaho Falls, Idaho, announce the
birth of a daughter, Antionette,
on January 7.
Mrs. DeLiso is the former Miss
SHeanor McConnell, a member of
the class of 1851. Their address is
1385 Benton .-St., Apt. 6, Idaho
Falls, Idaho.

(

Thinkiish

Get the genuine article

1EREN.CE »m. WESIillOOK JN. COM.".

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
14. T. Cfc

XbuMish COPAGANOA
„„.TlV.M* ....-".»<« COLLAGE

Product •/ (^^CuRM^wie^www- dfakm* is our middle name

